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Ford opens students’
training centre

A

imed at creating a pool
of talented and skilled
professionals for the automobile industry, Ford India
has opened its first Automotive
Student Service Educational
Training (ASSET) Centre in collaboration with social welfare
technical school, ITI Kochi.
Through this initiative, Ford
will set up an exclusive technical training corner within
the premises of the institute to
train students on Ford technology as part of Motor Mechanic
Vehicle (MMV) curriculum. The
ASSET centre in Kochi was inaugurated by P K Umashankar,
Vice President, Customer Service
Operations, Ford India. Ensuring
the sustenance of the programme,
Ford’s technical training collaboration will include exclusive
Train The Trainer (TTT) sessions
for institute lecturers as well. Ford
ASSET center will create multiple avenues of learning and will
empower students with training
and skills that will certify them to
service Ford cars, thus becoming
eligible to work in Ford service
network across the country.
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How to crack Harvard interview?
C
racking the interview
round at the Harvard
Business School is any
MBA aspirant’s dream, but only
very few are able to fulfill it.
In order to help students
achieve their dream, Harbus,
the News Corporation of the
Harvard Business School, has
come up with The unofficial
Harvard Business School Interview Guide.
La Keisha Nicole Landrum,
the Chief Operating Officer at
Harbus, says: “This book provides thoughtful responses for
each interview question and allows the prospective student to
think critically about what the
interviewer is trying to understand about the candidate. It also
enables the student to be strategic with how they answer questions to make sure what they
want to get out of the interview.”

Interview Guide

According to the Harbus sources, this book has been one of the
important reference that students used to prepare for their

HBS interview. The first year
and second year students at the
Harvard Business School, along
with a small staff of members
in the HBS community, are involved in the compilation of the

tips to prepare for the interview.
This in turn led to the origin of
the book few years ago.Students
can purchase this 69-page book
for $65 from www.harbus.org.
This book allows students

this book is a labour of love from
current MBA students to future
ones. We, like most prospective
students, know that applying to
B-school is putting together a
whole package. This is just one

Keisha said: “We have asked
Harvard Business School students what questions they were
asked and how they prepared
for them. You can’t find that
anywhere else.”

Testimonials

Praising the efforts of the Harbus
team in bringing out a book such
as this, the admitted students in
HBS reviewed the book as an invaluable resource for interview
preparation. They also say that
it is well written, up-to-date,
and covers nearly every question asked during interview.

Preview tips

guide. Previously, the Harbus
received emails repeatedly from
prospective students enquiring
about the different ways or the

to put their best selves forward
and prepare properly for one of
the most important interviews
in their career. “Our goal with

(albeit a very important) part
of the process,” says La Keisha.
Referring to the book as a cheat
sheet to the HBS interview, La

Know your application inside and
out. Sounds simple, but review
it. Know your story and practice
explaining key achievements that
you mention in your resume or
essays. You will be asked a lot
of questions—often in rapid fire
fashion. But don’t forget to get
your own message across. What
do you want to convey to your interviewer? Find a way to get your
points across in your answers.

Online PF transfer NID admission: apply by Nov 21
for trusts soon
N

R

etirement fund body
EPFO is all set to launch
in October an online facility for transfer of PF accounts
for the organised sector workers
covered under private PF trusts,
that manage their employees’ retirement fund themselves.
“The EPFO has planned to
launch the facility of online transfer of PF account from private
PF trusts to un-exempted firms
which are filing PF returns and
vice-versa, this month,” a labour
ministry official said. At present,
this facility is available to workers
of (un-exempted) firms which do
not have their PF trusts and manage their employees’ accounts
with their respective regional
fund commissioners of the EPFO.
It was launched in Oct last year.
There are 3,621 private provident fund trusts (PPFT) which
are managing the accounts as
well as retirement fund of their
workers. These trusts are regulated by the EPFO. According the
official, the EPFO has developed
a mechanism by which PF accounts can be transferred online
from an un-exempted firm to
exempted organisation (PPFT).
There were certain technical issues for online transferring of PF
accounts on changing jobs from

a PPFT to an un-exempted firm.
Now since the EPFO has almost completed the work on the
mechanism to enable transfer of
PF accounts from a private PF
trust to an un-exempted firm and
vice-versa, the facility could be
launched anytime this month, the
official added. There are over five
crore active subscribers whose
accounts are being managed by
EPFO. But these are all un-exempted firms which don’t operate a trust and file provident fund
returns with EPFO. The facility of

online transfer of provident fund
accounts is aimed at reducing the
work load of the body substantially as over 13 lakh applicants
file such claims every year. The
EPFO settled 1.21 crore claims in
2013-14, including about 12 lakh
PF transfer claims.

ational Institute of Design (NID), Ahmedabad, has invited
applications for admission to the Bachelors and Masters
level Programmes offered at the Institute for 2015-16. The
Programmes include the Bachelor of Design (B.Des) of four years
duration for students after 10+2 or equivalent like AISSCE/ IB/ ISC
and Master of Design (M.Des) of two-and-a-half year duration for
graduates from various domains specific to each discipline. The
medium of instruction at NID is English.
ELIGIBILITY: For admission to
B.Des, applicant should have
passed or should be appearing for
qualifying examinations under
the Higher Secondary (10+2) or
equivalents like AISSCE/ IB/ ISC
during the academic year 201415. Appearing candidates shall
be given admission subject to
their passing the qualifying examinations. Upper age limit for
candidates is 20 years as on June
1, 2015 (relaxable by three years
for reserved categories). Those
of the General Category born before June 1, 1995 and those of the
Reserved Categories, born before
June 1, 1992 are not eligible.
SEATS: A total of 100 seats are available for B.Des. The Bachelor of
Design programme commences with a two semester rigorous Foundation Programme followed by three years of specialised studies in any
of the disciplines offered in B.Des. The major specialisations offered
are Industrial Design, Communication Design and Textile, Apparel &
Lifestyle Accessory Design. Industrial Design includes Product Design
(15 seats), Furniture Design (10), Ceramic & Glass Design (10). Communication Design includes Graphic Design (15), Animation Film Design (15), Film & Video Communication (10) and Exhibition(Spatial)
Design (10). There are 15 seats for Textile Design.
Allotment of the discipline of choice at the end of Foundation
year is not guaranteed. Discipline allotment takes place only at the
end of the first year (Foundation Programme), based purely on stu-

Tax break on NPS withdrawals
Pension regulator PFRDA will
soon approach finance ministry
seeking tax exemption for withdrawals under the National Pension System (NPS), its Chairman Hemant G Contractor has
said. This will be the first time
PFRDA— after getting statutory
recognition in Feb 2014— will
seek a tax break for NPS.
The finance ministry will
soon start the budget preparation exercise for budget 201516, which will be the first comprehensive budget of the new
Modi government. Prior to the
statutory recognition, the interim pension regulator had sought
tax exemption on NPS withdrawals, but that tax break was
not provided by the erstwhile
UPA government. In his first
interaction with media persons
new PFRDA Chairman Contractor said there was need for some
“fiscal” push from the government to make NPS popular in
the country. A tax exemption
on NPS withdrawals would address the “adequacy” aspect of
retirement monies and ensure
that taxes don’t eat into the retirement corpus of a subscriber.
Under the current income tax

law, there is no tax incidence on
contribution or accumulation
phase, but tax would be levied
at the withdrawal stage.
A tax exemption on NPS withdrawals would level the playing field with products such
as provident funds. The direct

The Kerala-headquartered Federal Bank, which handles the
largest NRI funds, has tied up
with IIFL to offer broking services to its customers in India and
abroad. Through the tie-up with
IIFL, Federal Bank will be able
to service its five -lakh Mumbai
zone (Maharashtra and Gujarat)
customers.
Through the tie-up IIFL will
offer its trade execution platform for the entire range of financial services to Federal Bank
customers.
Federal Bank has a network of
1212 branches and 1427 ATMs
spread across the country. Also
the bank has representative office at Abu Dhabi that serves as

Now, transfer money via Twitter

taxes code proposed by the
ne of France’s largest
UPA regime had suggested that
banks is teaming up with
“Exempt-Exempt-Exempt” regime
social network Twitter
be adopted for financial savings
Inc.
this
week to allow its customproducts like NPS. Indications are
ers
to
transfer
money via tweets.
that the new dispensation at the
The
move
by Groupe BPCE,
Centre will look to bring its own
France’s
second
largest bank by
version of new income-tax law.
customers, coincides with Twitter’s own push into the world
of online payments as the social network seeks new sources
of revenue beyond advertising.
Twitter is racing other tech giants
a nerve centre for NRI custom- Apple and Facebook to get a footers in the UAE. IIFl offers advice hold in new payment services for
and execution platform for equi- mobile phones or apps. They are
ties and derivatives, commodi- collaborating and, in some cases,
ties, wealth management, as- competing with banks and credit
set manage, government bonds card issuers that have run the
etc.“IIFL’s countrywide reach business for decades. The bank
will help Federal Bank ser- said last month it was prepared
vice the broking needs of their to offer simple person-to-person
customers outside Kerala,” a money transfers via Twitter to
top Federal Bank official from French consumers, regardless of
Mumbai zone said. R Venkat- what bank they use and without
araman, managing director, IIFL requiring the sender know the reGroup said: “With the changes cipient’s banking details.
“(S-Money) offers Twitter usin the last six months, domestic
investors will return to equity ers in France a new way to send
market, smart money of the high each other money, irrespective
net worth individuals has come of their bank and without having
back and is getting invested into to enter the beneficiary’s bank
details, with a simple tweet,”
the equities.”

Federal Bank -IIFL tie-up
for broking services

dent’s performance in the Foundation Programme and the number
of seats available in desired discipline.
M.DES: For admission to M.Des, applicant should hold a Bachelor’s
degree or equivalent in the areas mentioned against each discipline.
Those who will be appearing for the qualifying examinations during
the academic year (2014-15) in the areas mentioned against each
discipline are also eligible to apply and admission will be subject
to their passing the qualifying examinations. Those applying for
two PG programmes should send
two separate application forms
along with two separate sets of
documents, two separate demand
drafts in two separate envelopes.
One cannot apply for more than
two M.Des Programmes.
Upper age limit for candidates as on June 1, 2015 is 30
years (relaxable by three years
for reserved categories). Those of
the General Category, born before
June 1, 1985 and of Reserved Categories, born before June 1, 1982
are not eligible. For M.Des, offered
at Ahmedabad, Gandhinagar and
Bengaluru Campuses, the total
expected number of seats is 275.
The campuses, specialisations and the seats are as follows.
MAIN CAMPUS (AHMEDABAD) : Product Design (15 seats), Furniture Design (15), Ceramic & Glass Design (10), Graphic Design
(15), Animation Film Design (15), Film & Video Communication
(15) and Textile Design (15).
PG CAMPUS (GANDHINAGAR): Transportation & Automobile Design (15), Toy & Game Design (10), Photography Design (15), Apparel Design (15), Lifestyle Accessory Design (15), New Media Design (15) and Strategic Design Management (15).
R&D CAMPUS (BENGALURU): Information Design (15), Interaction Design (15), Design For Retail Experience (15), Universal Design (15) and Digital Game Design (15).
(For more details, visit http://admissions.nid.edu/index.html)
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Nicolas Chatillon, chief executive of S-Money, BPCE’s mobile
payments unit, said. Payment by
tweets will be managed via the
bank’s S-Money service, which
allows money transfers via text
message and relies on the creditcard industry’s data security standards. BPCE and Twitter declined
to provide further details ahead
of a news conference in Paris to
unveil the service.
Last month, Twitter started
trials of its own new service,
dubbed “Twitter Buy”, to allow
consumers to find and buy products on its social network. The
service embeds a “Twitter Buy”
button inside tweets posted by
more than two dozen stores, music artists and non-profits. Burberry, Home Depot, and musicians
such as Pharrell and Megadeth
are among the early vendors.
Twitter’s role to date has been to
connect customers rather than
processing payments or checking
their identities.
“From the Twitter point of
view, there is a limit to their appetite for getting involved in
payments processing itself,” said
Andrew Copeman, a payments

analyst with financial services research firm AITE Group, who is
based in Edinburgh, Scotland.
“At the moment, banks are probably viewing Twitter and other
social media networks as marketing channels to reach a wider set
of their customers and to extend
the bank’s existing mobile banking initiatives,” he said. Twitter’s
success in developing additional
services on its platform as Facebook has done will be key to its
future profitability. Rakuten Bank
in Japan offers a similar “Transfer by Facebook” service that lets
users of its mobile banking app
send money to anyone in their
Facebook friends list.
Investors have been worried about Twitter’s slowing user
growth, sending the shares down
about 17pc this year, while rival
Facebook’s have climbed 35pc.
Thomas Husson, a marketing strategy analyst with Forrester Research,
said Twitter was likely to multiply
efforts to explore new ways to
generate revenue with banks and
credit card firms. “Twitter wants
to more explicitly demonstrate the
overall value of its network as an
advertising platform,” he said.

